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a synopsis for mission to mars reveals that the story will take place in the year 2191 and focus on
two people: the adventurous dane miller (neil finn) and the fearless gennady grishko, a disgraced
russian astronaut who has just been given a second chance on life. but levi holds his own against the
likes of schwarzenegger, and has since then made his name as a consistent leading man in films like
the critically acclaimed slumdog millionaire and insidious: the last key. here's a brief look at his
career and work as the leading man in the upcoming movie: arnold schwarzenegger, who plays a
marine commander ordered to the jungle of central america to extract a u.s. intelligence agent (bill
duke) from a top secret base, is an unlikely action star. for one thing, he rarely smiles in movies. for
another, he has a gravelly tone and a stooped stance, to go with some particularly inexplicable
dialogue ("you'll crawl before you run"). about his co-star, however, schwarzenegger offers the most
extravagant praise. "carl weathers," he tells us at the start of predator, "is one of the best actors in
the world, hands down. he is a golden actor." with a face that looks like melted cheese, he is, in fact,
the only star of this sequel whose appearance fits his part. though predator is the third sequel to
predator 2, this time the actor is just along for the ride. his character, major william "dutch" schaefer,
is second-in-command to schwarzenegger's character, captain clarkman, as they try to take down a
group of mercenaries who have gone rogue in the jungles of central america. everything goes
according to plan until they find themselves being hunted by a vicious alien creature that can take
the form of anyone (we see the alien homologue briefly at the beginning, in the form of a human
face, and throughout, in the shadowy form of a sniper rifle).
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this screenshot was taken by redditor u/6teeen8s on june 20th, roughly two weeks before the trailer
was released. schwarzenegger stands at the front of a group of military cadets, practicing strangling
a dummy with a length of rope. the comment section of the video contains several jokes about his
character from predator and terminator movies. redditor u/killin_gun_player shared this video of

dutch using a handgun against a horde of predators in the rdr2 dlc, with schwarzenegger's character
not looking at all like the action hero he is supposed to be. his voice and facial features are almost

flawless - and make you think that maybe he's even older than arnold. the way he uses the voice of
a wild animal to communicate with prey is captivating as well. -- drazen. via twitter david guy levy, a

casting director who recently helped cast “mission to mars” and “we are your friends,” has been
named as the first casting director in the metacritic era to close “six figure deals” for “multiple”

projects within their first six months on the job. levy, who is a former casting director for breaking
bad, glee, sons of anarchy, and lost, said he turned down mission to mars because he was offered a

job by the directing team, lewis and nathan hurwitz. he said he discussed the project with the
producers who were unsure about whether levy would be the right fit and thus decided to turn it
down, believing he was good for the casting for the “good of the project.” renee, who has been
working as a stand-up comic for nine years, is a strong contender for the role because “she has

something crazy going on in her brain. i’ve always been a fan of hers and she has this great air of
composure, confidence, and with being a comedian, i think that’s what a lot of mars’s character

would be like in the “real world.” 5ec8ef588b
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